AbstractÐIn this paper, we address the problem of garbage collection in a single-failure fault-tolerant home-based lazy release consistency (HLRC) distributed shared-memory (DSM) system based on independent checkpointing and logging. Our solution uses laziness in garbage collection and exploits consistency constraints of the HLRC memory model for low overhead and scalability. We prove safe bounds on the state that must be retained in the system to guarantee correct recovery after a failure. We devise two algorithms for garbage collection of checkpoints and logs, checkpoint garbage collection (CGC), and lazy log trimming (LLT). The proposed approach targets large-scale distributed shared-memory computing on local-area clusters of computers. In such systems, using global synchronization or extra communication for garbage collection is inefficient or simply impractical due to system scale and temporary disconnections in communication. The challenge lies in controlling the size of the logs and the number of checkpoints without global synchronization while tolerating transient disruptions in communication. Our garbage collection scheme is completely distributed, does not force processes to synchronize, does not add extra messages to the base DSM protocol, and uses only the available DSM protocol information. Evaluation results for real applications show that it effectively bounds the number of past checkpoints to be retained and the size of the logs in stable storage.
ae 1 Introduction I N the last decade, an impressive amount of research has been conducted in software distributed shared memory (DSM), mostly aiming for performance (e.g., relaxed consistency models, lazy protocols, and communication hardware support) [15] , [1] , [5] , [20] , [21] , [31] , [30] . Advances in performance are making it possible for DSM systems to use very large clusters as a cost-effective platform for data-intensive, long-running applications. More recently, projects like InterWeave [7] propose a shared-memory programming model to support applications that run on wide-area clusters of heterogeneous machines (metaclusters). As cluster size and application running times increase, adding fault tolerance to a DSMbased cluster becomes critical. At the same time, to preserve performance, the fault tolerance support itself must be both light-weight and scalable.
A common approach to building fault-tolerant systems is rollback recovery, where the state of a computation is periodically saved to stable storage (checkpointed) and used to restart the computation in case of a failure. For distributed computations, there are two options for checkpointing [10] : 1) coordinated checkpointing, where all processes coordinate to save a globally consistent state at each checkpoint and 2) independent (uncoordinated) checkpointing, where checkpointing is purely a local operation and, as a result, the set of the most recent checkpoints may not represent a globally consistent state of the system. Coordinated checkpointing has typically been used in recoverable DSM [6] , [16] , [22] , [3] , [8] because it is simpler and more efficient to implement in small-scale clusters and when nonfailed nodes are assumed to be always accessible [11] . For very large clusters and metaclusters, however, independent checkpointing becomes more practical than coordinated checkpointing because of the increasing cost of global coordination and the likelihood of temporary disconnections in communication. Nonblocking consistent checkpointing protocols could reduce the coordination overhead by allowing processes to take local checkpoints and continue execution without explicit (blocking) synchronization. However, such protocols have been shown to be nonoptimal, forcing processes to take unnecessary checkpoints [4] . An additional advantage of independent checkpointing is that a process can conveniently choose when to checkpoint. This autonomy enables applicationlevel optimizations on the checkpoint size, using techniques like memory exclusion [27] to include in the checkpoint only regions of the address space strictly needed for recovery.
Log-based rollback recovery protocols [10] use checkpoints and log messages received by a process for replay during recovery. They can ensure that the maximum recoverable state is exactly the state of the system before a crash and do not force valid processes to rollback when independent checkpoints are used.
In [34] , we addressed the problem of how to integrate independent checkpointing and logging with a scalable software DSM protocol to build a fault-tolerant DSM system that can be deployed on large-scale clusters. Our system uses a Home-based Lazy Release Consistency (HLRC) DSM protocol [14] , extended with a log-based recovery algorithm using exclusively independent checkpointing in order to efficiently tolerate single-fault failures. The choice of the base DSM coherence protocol is important because the protocol 1) must scale well with cluster size, 2) must have low memory overhead, freeing memory for fault tolerance related tasks (for example, logging), and 3) must be lightweight in terms of state maintained and, thus, incur less overhead for logging and checkpointing. The HLRC protocol has been shown to have these properties [37] .
This paper presents the theoretical results on which the system described in [34] was based. To make independent checkpointing practical, we have to control the size of the logs and checkpoints in stable storage. With independent checkpointing, processes cannot automatically discard their logs and old checkpoints when taking a new checkpoint because failed peer processes may need state or log entries saved prior to the last local checkpoint. We need a scheme for garbage collection of obsolete checkpoints and logs without forcing processes to synchronize or otherwise create extra system traffic and which is robust to temporary disruptions in communication.
In this paper, we present our solution to this problem, which is to allow laziness into the garbage collection mechanisms and to determine safe bounds on the state to be retained by taking into account the consistency constraints of the memory model. Using this approach, we devise two algorithms, Lazy Log Trimming (LLT) and Checkpoint Garbage Collection (CGC), to control the size of the logs and the number of checkpoints. We prove the correctness of our scheme in the context of fault-tolerant HLRC and, thus, address the issue of augmenting it with a scalable garbage collection mechanism. We present an evaluation of our logging, checkpointing, and garbage collection algorithms on three update-intensive applications from the SPLASH-2 benchmark suite [36] , with an emphasis on the effectiveness of LLT and CGC. The overhead of logging and checkpointing for recovery of the shared memory space is under 7 percent of the base execution time. Our algorithms are effective in controlling the amount of recovery state in the system: Shared pages from no more than three checkpoints had to be retained at their home nodes and at least 60 percent of the logs created were discarded. We believe that the ideas and techniques used by our algorithms can be extended to any large-scale distributed system, possibly over wide-area, that uses versioning for replica consistency.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents related work in fault-tolerant DSM systems. An overview of our approach to building a faulttolerant DSM system is given in Section 3. Section 4 describes the data structures for recovery support and Section 5 proves the correctness of our log trimming and garbage collection algorithms. Experimental results from a performance evaluation of LLT and CGC are presented in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.
RELATED WORK
Recoverable DSM systems that use independent checkpointing and logging in volatile or stable storage are described in [28] , [35] , [8] , [26] , [24] , [23] . Coordinated checkpointing has been used in recoverable DSM systems like [6] , [16] , [22] , [3] , [8] , either by forcing a synchronization of all processes when taking a checkpoint or by leveraging global synchronization existent in the application or in the operation of the underlying DSM system. Independent checkpointing with dependency tracking applied to DSM was explored in [17] , [18] . A transactional recoverable DSM was designed in [12] by using techniques from database systems.
Much of the work on recoverable DSM systems using log-based recovery has focused on developing new logging schemes to reduce the high failure-free logging overhead (caused by the typically high communication frequency of DSM-based applications).
The idea of volatile logs of accesses to shared memory was proposed in [28] for a sequentially consistent DSM. Logs were flushed to stable storage on every page transfer, which, combined with the potentially large size of the logs, made the scheme very expensive [35] .
In [26] , sender-based logging [19] with independent checkpointing is added to an entry-consistent, single-writer, object-based DSM system. Object copies are logged to volatile memory after every update. The simple consistency model, which does not allow multiple writers, along with logging of full object copies makes garbage collection straightforward: All processes trim their object logs eagerly, whenever a new checkpoint is created in the system. To support this scheme, each process broadcasts control information needed for trimming after every checkpoint.
The system described in [12] uses log-based coherency, a mechanism based on transactional database techniques. This scheme is applied to RVM [29] , a persistent virtualmemory, to build a recoverable entry-consistent DSM that provides a transactional programming model. Propagation of transaction logs between nodes achieves coherency, while recoverability is ensured by the underlying persistent store to which committed logs are saved. Several methods for log trimming are discussed, including broadcasting control information, but only offline trimming is performed. In contrast to the above two systems, our fault-tolerant system supports a relaxed multiwriter memory model at page granularity, performs online garbage collection, and does not require global operations for garbage collection.
In [35] , log-based recovery was first used in a Lazy Release Consistent (LRC) [20] DSM. Their system uses independent checkpointing along with pessimistic logging by a receiver at synchronization points and access misses. To reduce the overhead of access to stable storage for each logged message, log entries are stored in volatile memory and flushed to stable storage before sending a message to another process. Log flushing takes place on the critical path and can be expensive if synchronization is frequent. Every process must log all the data it needs for recovery, which leads to unnecessary replication of state and wastes stable storage. Because the log is saved in stable storage and is only used for the recovery of the process that creates it, the problem of garbage collection can be easily addressed by taking a checkpoint and discarding the log when its size exceeds a limit. In our system, we also keep logs in volatile memory but only require that they are saved to stable storage with every checkpoint taken. We log only minimal state and do not replicate it across nodes. Our mechanisms for log trimming are totally decoupled from any policy that decides when trimming is to be performed or when a checkpoint must be taken. In our system, garbage collection operations do not require a process to take a checkpoint.
In [8] , Costa et al. have integrated log-based fault tolerance support into TreadMarks [21] , a DSM system that implements the LRC model. Their work is different from ours in that their system leverages the global garbage collection phases of TreadMarks to take coordinated checkpoints. While they also use intermediate independent checkpoints and volatile logs to speed up recovery from single-node failures, the recovery is not entirely based on independent checkpoints as it may need to use pages from the last global consistent checkpoint. Another difference is that all logs and past checkpoints can be discarded at a global checkpoint, so their system does not face the problem of dynamic log trimming and checkpoint garbage collection.
In [23] , a coherence-centric logging and recovery scheme is proposed for an HLRC protocol. The logging scheme is based on that proposed in [35] , but combines receiver-based with sender-based logging to eliminate page logging. It flushes the logs to stable storage at release points, an operation which may generate frequent accesses to stable storage. No garbage collection mechanism is proposed. In our fault-tolerant HLRC system, logs can be saved to stable storage infrequently, only at checkpoint time. Home nodes retain copies of pages from a window of past independent checkpoints to support fast recovery of any failed process. We develop garbage collection algorithms that effectively bound the amount of state retained in the system for recovery support.
OVERVIEW
In this section, we briefly describe our fault-tolerant homebased distributed shared memory system [34] . We present the fault-tolerant system model, the base DSM protocol, and the proposed recovery scheme based on independent checkpointing.
System Model
We consider distributed applications running on clusters of interconnected computers, where each process of an executing application runs on a distinct node in the cluster. Processes communicate by message passing using reliable communication channels. Process execution is piece-wise deterministic [32] in the interval between the receipt of consecutive messages. Failures are fail-stop. A single process can fail at a given moment in time (single-fault failure) and a process is considered failed with respect to the state of the computation until it has completely restored the state it had before the crash. We assume that there exists a mechanism for failure detection. We do not consider logging of I/O interactions for recovery support. For all our purposes, we assume that the stable storage used by a process remains available after the failure of the process, which can be restarted on the same or a different node.
The Software DSM Protocol
Software DSM uses the virtual memory mechanism and message passing to provide a shared-memory programming model on clusters. The synchronization operations, lock acquire/release and global barriers, are implemented using message passing. The memory consistency model dictates the order in which writes to shared pages on different nodes must be completed. In release consistent software DSM, writes are completed at synchronization time [13] . Coherency data is propagated as page invalidations. The contents of a page is updated lazily at page fault time, either from its home [37] or from the last writer(s) [20] . If the protocol supports multiple writers, then updates are detected as a difference (diff) between the modified page and a reference copy created before the first write following a page fault [21] .
Lazy Release Consistency (LRC) is a variant of release consistency in which propagation of writes is delayed to the time of an acquire [20] . Writes of a process are grouped into intervals delimited by synchronization operations. Page invalidations are propagated in the form of write notices (wn), where a write notice is a pair pY t that specifies that some page p was updated during some interval t. The local logical time of a process is defined as a counter of local intervals. The partial-order relation happened-before [25] (denoted 0 ) between intervals across nodes is captured as a vector of logical times called vector timestamp [20] . The vector timestamp i keeps track of intervals for which write notices were received by process i .
In the Home-based Lazy Release Consistency protocol (HLRC) [14] , every shared page p has an assigned home rp which maintains the most recent version of the page. Suppose (Fig. 1 ) that a process j has acquired a lock v before writing to page p (the write is labeled p). After releasing v, j receives a request for v from i , which is acquiring the lock next. The lock granting message sent to i will include j and a write notice wnp for p. Upon receiving v, i invalidates p and updates its vector timestamp as i new i mx i Y j . At release time, the writer j sends its diffs to rp, where they are applied to p. The home rp stamps p with a version vector pXv that records the most recent intervals whose writes were applied to p; pXvi advances with application of a diff from i .
Following the invalidation of p at the acquire, the nonhome process i records the version pXv x it needs in case of an access, according to write notices it has received. The first access Acc(p) of i to p after the invalidation will miss. In the page fault handler, i will send a request to rp for pXv x , the minimal version of p it expects.
Fault-Tolerant HLRC
In fault-tolerant HLRC: 1) Processes take independent checkpoints (decisions of when and what to checkpoint are purely local decisions), 2) each process maintains logs of protocol data sent to its peers in volatile memory, and 3) a failed process will restart from its latest checkpoint and use logs from peer processes to deterministically replay its execution.
In our system, checkpointing can be transparent, or can be done at the request of the application. All logging operations take place transparently, only at synchronization points. We use sender-based message logging (SBML) [19] in which the sender of a message logs it in volatile memory. SBML has low overhead, as logging can be done out of the critical message path after the message is sent. Logs must be saved to stable storage at least on every checkpoint as they must survive a crash and restart from the latest checkpoint.
To recover the state of a process in HLRC, we checkpoint shared pages only at home nodes and log those communication events that induce changes in the DSM state. A process i recovers from failure by log-based reexecution, starting from its last checkpoint. Because of the relaxed memory model, intermediate states of i during recovery, as well as its recovered state, do not need to be the same as during the previous normal execution. The execution replay needs only enforce that a read access to a page returns the same value, rather than indiscriminately applying all writes to the page.
Changes in the DSM protocol state at process i that must be replayed during recovery are synchronization operations and shared memory accesses. When recovering, a process i performs the replay of write notices received at synchronization points using logs kept by its peer processes. To replay shared memory accesses, we exploit the HLRC protocol to avoid the expensive logging of page transfers: A page p is checkpointed only at its home node rp and diffs for p are logged by its writers. Also, since a request for a page p does not change the protocol state at rp, page requests do not need to be logged. For replay, a miss on p is serviced with a local copy of the page dynamically reconstructed from a checkpointed copy provided by rp to which an ordered sequence of logged diffs has been applied. The home retains successive checkpointed copies of p from a sequence of past checkpoints. Because the checkpoints of i and rp are not coordinated, the starting copy for i 's replay of accesses to p may need to come from an older checkpoint of rp.
DATA STRUCTURES FOR RECOVERY SUPPORT
In this section, we describe the data structures for recovery support (checkpoint timestamps, write-notice, synchronization, and diff logs) and show how they can be used along with checkpoints of homed pages for recovery from singlenode failures.
Checkpoint Timestamping
The basic idea of our garbage collection algorithms is to (partially) order checkpoints using vector timestamps: A process i timestamps a checkpoint with a vector i kp , equal to its vector timestamp i at the moment the checkpoint is taken.
Ideally, a perfect checkpoint timestamp i kp would be a global vector time g defined as g i i i Vi (i.e., g describes the global state of the system at the moment the checkpoint was taken, assuming instant knowledge of logical times of all nodes). This is because, when reexecuting after a restart from that checkpoint, the state of process i is guaranteed not to be affected by events at some other process j that happened (and were logged) before g j. These events with earlier timestamps will not be needed for recovery. The closer i kp is to g , the better it reflects the global state and, thus, allows a more efficient trimming of recovery logs at peer processes j . Since, in practice, g is not available, we use the best approximation available to a process about the state of the system without any extra synchronization, which is its local vector timestamp, i.e., i kp i at the moment the checkpoint is taken.
Support for Synchronization Replay
Every process i logs write notices it generates in a volatile log, wn log, for use in a log-based replay of synchronization operations by any recovering process j . A write notice log entry records the list of pages that were updated in a certain interval.
Every process j logs the lock acquire requests it services for any process i in q sent logi and the replies it receives from i to its lock acquire requests in q rvd logi. This means that each reply to an acquire message is logged at two nodes.
During normal execution of an acquire (eg), i sends its vector timestamp i to the process j , which owns the lock, and receives a set of write notices with the lock. During reexecution, i replays the eg using write notices from the wn log's of other processes and advances its vector timestamp i exactly as before crash. The previous lock owner j supports the replay of i by computing and logging in q sent logi the new value of i ,
new i is the new value of i after the eg has completed.
The q sent logj at a process i (as a lock owner) is a volatile data structure, subject to loss in a crash. Because it is created as a result of asynchronous events (lock acquire requests received from j ), it cannot be regenerated during reexecution. In order to be able to recover q sent logj, we simply mirror it at the acquirer j : After completing the acquire, j will log its new vector timestamp new j in a perprocess log q rvd logi.
Note that, for any pair of processes, the q sent and q rvd logs are perfectly identical and reside on distinct nodes. As a result, a process does not actually need to save them in stable storage since, in case of failure, they can be entirely restored from peer processes.
The support for barrier synchronization replay is similar.
Support for Replay of Shared Memory Accesses
Every process checkpoints pages for which it is the home. Every writer (including the home process itself) logs the diffs it produces for all pages it writes to. Accesses to a page are replayed during recovery by locally and dynamically applying an ordered sequence of logged diffs to the page to obtain a copy which is coherent according to the protocol semantics. In HLRC, a process i where a page p is invalid needs a version pXv x , according to write notices received up to its first attempted access to p after the invalidation. This is the minimal version of page p that i will request from rp on its access and miss to p. During normal operation, rp may reply with the requested version or with a higher version of p. In the latter case, HLRC guarantees that the copy of p at rp incorporates only concurrent writes which are not conflicting with the faulting access by i (i.e., they did not happen-before according to the partial order enforced by synchronization operations). For this reason, during replay, it is sufficient for the access to p to be serviced with the minimal version of p, i.e., which contains only writes that ªhappened-beforeº the faulting access. As a result, changes in contents of a page after a miss and fetch from its home need not be reproduced exactly during replay as would be the case if pure message logging of page transfers were used.
In our system a page p is only checkpointed by its home rp. The home retains a sequence p kp of copies of p from past checkpoints. Any writer j of p logs every diff it creates in a per-page log diff_log(p). The logged diff entry is stamped with its vector timestamp j , referred to as diff.T. During reexecution, a recovering process replays only the minimal changes of p after a miss by emulating the operation of rp. It maintains an evolving copy of p built from a starting copy p H obtained from rp, to which it dynamically applies partially ordered diffs obtained from all writers' logs diff_log(p).
The following lemma provides safety conditions for a mximl starting copy p H (i.e., to which nothing can be added without potentially compromising correctness of the recovery). It also gives conditions on the diffs needed for a correct replay of accesses to p starting from the maximal p H . In the following, we define the relation on a pair of vectors to yield true iff the component-wise relationship holds for all elements. 
Case A. Suppose p was invalid at Acc(p) during normal operation, so it is also invalid after the restart of i . Then, p's page table entry in the checkpoint records pXv x , the miniml version that i will need on Acc(p) during recovery. This version is minimal in the sense that servicing Acc(p) with a page that has a lower version (missing some previous writes) would compromise the correctness of the protocol.
We consider two instances, depending on whether the checkpointed p H incorporates all the writes needed for i 's access or not, i.e., whether either pXv Case A.1. The checkpointed p H contains all writes needed by Acc(p), i.e., pXv x p H Xv. This case is trivial, in the sense that p H alone is sufficient for replay. Fig. 3 shows a simplified scenario in which i first synchronizes with j , resulting in the invalidation of p. The dashed arrows between j and i represent the transfer of write notices at synchronization operations that protect conflicting accesses to p.
For p H alone to be sufficient during replay, it must contain the last write ef p of j that happened before Acc(p): ef p 0 ep. Note that ef p occurs at j before the moment of the invalidation, due to LRC constraints.
Note that if, for some j, pXv x j`p H Xvj, the higher version of p H Xvj corresponds to writes of j not related to Acc(p), and included in p H after ef p. The safety condition from Part 1 of the Lemma (p H Xvj i kp j) always ensures that no conflicting writes are incorporated in p H . Suppose for example that the first access conflicting with Acc(p) that occurs after it in the 0 order is a write ft p, also performed by j (ep 0 ft p in Fig. 3) . Then, the writes of j (labeled unrel p in Fig. 3 ) between the invalidation of p and the moment of ft are concurrent with Acc(p) but not related to it. Some of them may be included in the checkpointed copy p H of rp, as shown in the figure, making p H Xvj larger than pXv x j, but this would not affect the correct replay of Acc(p).
Case A.2. The checkpointed p H does not contain all related writes needed by Acc(p), i.e., there exists j such that p H Xvj`pXv x j.
This means (see for example Fig. 4 ) that there might exist conflicting writes ef previous to Acc(p) ( ef 0 ep) that occurred prior to invalidation but after rp took its checkpoint of p H . Such writes would not have been captured in the checkpointed p H , which makes p H alone unusable for replay (in our example, we would have p H Xvj`pXv x j). To obtain the version pXv x needed for the replay of Acc(p), the recovering i must apply to p H writes like ef , logged by j as diffs. These writes would have occurred at logical times j j b p H Xvj, so j must supply all diffs with a timestamp diffX j b p H Xvj.
Case B. Suppose p was valid at the moment of Acc(p) during normal operation. Since Acc(p) is the first access after the checkpoint, p was also valid when i took the checkpoint. Then, there must have been an access of i to p after it received the invalidation for p but before its last checkpoint at read p and that there was a write own p of i such that p 0 own p 0 i kp 0 ep (Fig. 5) . With respect to some conflicting write ef of some process j for which ef 0 own , the replay of Acc(p) is correct, under the conditions proven above in Case A.
We must only ensure that the replay of Acc(p) is correct with respect to all the writes like own issued by i . The starting p H alone cannot be used for replay since it may not contain own . For correct replay, i must save diffs for its writes that it created and logged after rp took its checkpoint of page p H , i.e., diffs with diffX i b p H Xvi. t u Note that Lemma 1 links the starting page p H with its corresponding diffs: If p H would be selected from an earlier checkpoint, then writers would have to keep more diffs for the correct replay of accesses to p.
GARBAGE COLLECTION OF RECOVERY STATE
In this section, we prove the core results that ensure correct recovery of any process while logs and checkpoints are discarded to reclaim space. Our approach relies on checkpoint timestamping as described in Section 4 and allows for laziness in garbage collection operations. The mechanisms we propose allow a process to locally initiate and execute these operations without involving other processes.
Checkpoint Timestamping Issues
Recall that, in our system, the most recent checkpoint (the restart checkpoint) of a process i has a timestamp vector i kp equal to the vector timestamp i at the moment the checkpoint is taken. In a previous work [33] , we showed how the global vector time g (or, in practice, an approximation of g that preserves a total order on the set of all checkpoint timestamps) can be used to timestamp checkpoints and perform garbage collection of recovery state. We proved a set of rules for log trimming and checkpoint garbage collection assuming instant availability of the global vector time for timestamping checkpoints. In this paper, we prove the garbage collection rules for the case where i kp i at the time of checkpoint. We note that, in practice, each i maintains, for any j , its last known value j kp of j 's checkpoint timestamp j kp . The policy of propagating the j kp of the last checkpoint from j to other nodes is flexible: It can be broadcast periodically, sent in reply to a query, piggybacked on protocol messages, etc. In this paper, we are not concerned with proposing such a policy or analyzing its impact. The only thing to note is that our log trimming and garbage collection algorithms are robust with respect to checkpoint timestamps: 1) Their correctness is not impeded by stale timestamps and 2) the known value of a given checkpoint timestamp does not need to be consistent across processes (so the algorithms do not require processes to synchronize). In Section 6, we show that our scheme achieves good performance using piggybacking on protocol messages.
Synchronization Log Trimming
The next two lemmas provide bounds on intervals corresponding to the oldest entries that a process must retain from its write notice and acquire logs in order to be able to support the recovery of another process.
Write Notice Trimming
Lemma 2 (Wn log trimming). A process i can support the wn replay of any process j restarting from a checkpoint timestamped j kp by retaining only entries of wn log corresponding to intervals starting from kp int min jT i j kp i I. Proof. During reexecution, a process j will need only write notices generated by i that it had received after taking its last checkpoint. At the time that checkpoint was taken, the ith element of j 's checkpoint timestamp (which is its vector timestamp), j kp i, recorded the last interval for which write notices had been received from i . Therefore, to support execution replay of j , i must retain only write notices in intervals larger than j kp i. The minimum of this value over all j is the oldest interval from i received by any other process after its restart checkpoint. Hence, to cover recovery of any process, i must retain write notices from later intervals, i.e., those with a logical time at least equal to kp int. t u As noted before, since the j kp vectors available at i may not be consistent with the real checkpoint timestamps, the local estimate of kp int may not be exact. If this is the case, it defines a superset of the minimal set of intervals needed to support recovery at any node since it is computed as a min over logical time (monotonically increasing).
Acquire Log Trimming
Lemma 3 (ACQ log trimming). A process i can support the ACQ replay of a process j restarting from a checkpoint with timestamp j kp by retaining only entries of q sent logj with j j b j kp j and it can restore the strictly needed portion of the q sent logi of j by retaining only entries of q rvd logj with i i b i kp i. Proof. For its eg replay, a recovering j will only need from some i entries of q sent logj logged for acquires that j has executed after its last checkpoint. Therefore i can safely trim q sent logj by discarding entries with j j j kp j (recall that the checkpoint timestamp is equal to the vector timestamp at the moment the checkpoint was taken).
In order to recover its q sent logi, a recovering j needs from the acquirer i entries of i 's q rvd logj. Note that j needs to recover only the portion of q sent logi that would be strictly needed for a potentil eg replay of i in case a crash of i will occur sometime in the future. This portion of j 's log consists of entries with i i b known to i may lag behind the timestamps j kp of the most recent checkpoints, trimming of q sent logj may not be optimal. Trimming of q rvd logj is always optimal as it uses only the local checkpoint timestamp.
Lazy Log Trimming (LLT) and Checkpoint
Garbage Collection (CGC) Lemma 1 proved conditions for a home rp to retain a checkpointed copy p H of a page p needed for recovery of one process in the system. Note that the selection of the checkpoint depends on the particular page itself (it involves individual page versions). Also note that, for efficiency reasons, a home node r may choose to keep a window of past checkpoints of all pages it manages, starting with the oldest checkpoint determined by Lemma 1.
The following theorem simply extends Lemma 1 to provide conditions for the garbage collection of checkpointed copies of a page that are not needed for recovery of any process. It also shows that, after rp performs a CGC operation, a writer can, at a later moment, ªlazilyº trim its diff logs using information from rp, namely the version of p H . Proof. Directly from Lemma 1 by considering, for complete recovery support, processes j Y j T r. t u
Theorem 1 (CGC and LLT
Note that the bounds for retaining checkpoints and diff logs in Theorem 1 ( min and, indirectly, p H Xv) depend on the checkpoint timestamps j kp of the restart checkpoints. In practice, the efficiency of CGC and LLT depends on the j kp timestamps available at i , which could be stale with respect to the most recent checkpoints of peer processes j .
Aggregate Page Management for LLT and CGC
Lemma 1 and its proof implicitly assume that management of pages by homes is done on a per-page basis. This represents the optimal case, when a home process retains for each page exactly the restart version. As a result, for different pages, their restart versions may come from different checkpoints. In practice, such an implementation would have to selectively discard unneeded pages from checkpoints.
In practice, an implementation may trade optimal storage consumption for simplicity and efficiency and it may choose to discard a whole checkpoint only when none of its pages is needed, instead of selectively discarding perpage checkpointed copies.
To simplify such an approach, aggregate page management is possible by using the page version timestamp r of a home process r. Any home process r records in the checkpoint a page version timestamp r , representing the largest diff versions that r has received from all processes, i.e., i mx p pXvi over all pages p homed by r.
The following versions of Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 establish the use of a single vector r for tracking dependencies between restart checkpoints and page checkpoints to be retained by a home process and between home checkpoints and diffs to be retained by page writers. 
u
Extending the previous Lemma, the following theorem describes how garbage collection of whole page checkpoints and diff log trimming can be performed at a process by using the aggregate page version timestamp r instead of individual page versions. An important observation on results proven in Theorems 1 and 2 is that, approximate values of the checkpoint timestamps j kp j kp can be tolerated in the bounds min on p H Xv and r , respectively. For example, in Theorem 1, the approximate p H Xv min min can only push p H to a checkpoint older than the ideal (optimal) checkpoint computed based on the exact min . If an older checkpoint with p H Xv`p H Xv is retained, Part 2 of Lemma 1 ensures that p can still be reconstructed by retaining necessary diffs for the older approximation of p H . Fig. 6 shows an example of how whole checkpoints are garbage collected and diff logs are trimmed using Theorem 2 (a similar example can be devised using Theorem 1 for a given page). For ease of presentation, assume that checkpoint timestamps in the example are such that they can be totally ordered about an imaginary global time axis running vertically, as shown in the figure. Vertical brackets mark the window of checkpoints from which page copies are to be retained by each home. The upper limit of a checkpoint window is set by aggregate page management using page version timestamps of Theorem 2.
An Example
In this example, process Q is about to take checkpoint QR , at which time it also performs a CGC operation. The solid and dotted arrows show the dependency (from min to the first checkpoint to be retained by Q , using its page version timestamps Q ) that sets the upper limit of Q 's checkpoint window at the moments when QR and QQ , respectively, are taken. The dotted bracket represents the checkpoint window of Q at the time it took its previous checkpoint QQ . When taking QR , the upper limit of Q 's window will become QP since Theorem 2 enforces a dependency from IP (which determines the bound min ) to QP . The previous limit had been QI , as set by the now obsolete dependency from PP at the time QQ was taken. In effect, the window advances by including the new QR and dropping the unneeded QI . As a diff producer, Q trims its diff logs by retaining only diffs needed for pages homed by I and P if a replay would use pages from the first checkpoints in their windows ( II and PP , respectively). Earlier entries can be discarded. As noted before, trimming of diff logs can be performed lazily, when Q learns the page version timestamps of II and PP .
Using Approximate Information in Computing
Trimming Bounds Lemmas 2, 3, and Theorems 1 and 2 prove ideal bounds for how each process can trim all unnecessary entries from its logs. A process i needs from all other processes j : 1) the checkpoint timestamp j kp of the restart checkpoint, for trimming the wn and eg logs and for its CGC, and 2) p H Xvi (or j i), if i is a writer to a page homed by j , for its LLT.
One approach to distributing this information would be to propagate it lazily, for example, piggybacked on protocol messages: A process i would only have to send to j a vector i kp and one integer (a per-page version, p H Xvj, or the aggregate value i j). Piggybacking, or any other form of lazy propagation, may make this information stale at a particular process. The corresponding values that j uses for trimming logs ( kp and it may force process j , as a home of some page p, to push back its checkpoint window to include an older checkpoint than actually needed. This may also increase the diff log size at some writer i by the feedback effect through p H Xvi ( j i, respectively).
EVALUATION OF CGC AND LLT
To evaluate LLT and CGC, we have extended the HLRC protocol to include: 1) LLT, 2) a checkpointing policy to decide when to checkpoint at each node, and 3) a simulation of CGC. 2 Our goals are to: 1) evaluate the impact of checkpointing and logging on application performance and 2) assess the efficiency of LLT and CGC in terms of both volatile and stable storage requirements, using as metrics the diff log size and the checkpoint window size.
In all experiments, log trimming, garbage collection of checkpoints, and saving logs to stable storage take place only at checkpoint time. This is a limitation that we impose in order to stress the system to the greatest extent. Since LLT and CGC mechanisms are totally decoupled from checkpointing operations and can run at any point during execution, a more aggressive implementation could asynchronously write logs to stable storage, overlapping saving 2. The prototype used in our experiments generates checkpoints to stable storage but does not implement recovery and checkpoint storage management. Nevertheless, this implementation is sufficient to evaluate CGC on real-world applications. logs with computation. In our experiments, writing logs to stable storage was measured as added overhead.
We have selected three applications from the SPLASH-2 benchmark suite [36] , Barnes, Water-Nsquared, and WaterSpatial, to drive our prototype system. We chose these applications because they have the longest running times in the suite, have various memory requirements, have a fair amount of synchronization, and generate large volumes of diffs, therefore presenting the worst-case scenario for LLT. We had initially run our experiments on all programs in the SPLASH-2 suite and eliminated those for which we could not scale the running times or that were generating small logs or no logs at all. They are irrelevant to our log garbage collecting scheme. We modified Barnes to run for 60 steps, while, for the other applications, we used the default parameters in the benchmark, except for increasing problem size. Table 1 shows the shared memory footprint of each application and the execution times with the base protocol (without fault tolerance support).
The checkpointing policy used in the experiments was based on limiting the log size in volatile memory: A checkpoint is taken when the size of volatile logs exceeds a threshold expressed as a fraction v of the application's shared memory footprint. The checkpointing decision is independently made by each node and is transparent to the application.
All experiments were run on a cluster of eight 300 MHz Pentium II PCs with 512 MB of memory each, running Linux. Communication is performed over a Myrinet LAN [ 2 ] , u s i n g u s e r -l e v e l v i r t u a l m e m o r y -m a p p e d communication (VMMC) [9] , to which we added fault tolerance support. Logs and checkpoints were saved to the local disk. We consider only the diff logs for trimming as they consume the largest amount of space. Results are for one run of each application with data averaged over all nodes. Table 2 shows that the message traffic overhead of the LLT/ CGC control data piggybacked on protocol messages is negligible relative to the base protocol traffic. Table 3 shows the impact of integrating support for recovery of the DSM shared space on application performance. For each application, with logging and checkpointing enabled, we show:
Performance with Fault-Tolerant HLRC
1. the memory usage threshold v allowed for logs by the log-overflow checkpointing policy (as a percentage of the shared memory size), 2. number of checkpoints taken, The last three columns show the time spent logging and writing to disk in absolute value and as overhead relative to the base execution time.
3. execution time, 4. percentage of its increase over the base execution time, 5. overhead of logging, 6. overhead of writing to stable storage, and 7. overhead over the base execution time represented by the time to log and write to disk. To estimate the overhead of writing to stable storage, at every checkpoint, we write to the local disk the pages homed by a process, along with its volatile logs. This accounts for the direct overhead introduced by fault tolerance support in the DSM system. We chose to only assess the overhead of checkpointing the DSM space as other components of the checkpointing overhead (e.g., checkpointing private data of a process) are unavoidable and therefore present in any fault-tolerant system. Table 3 shows that the time spent with DSM logging and checkpointing is fairly small in all cases. This is also reflected by the small increase in running time, except for Barnes, which takes a performance hit of about 60 percent. To see where this severe degradation in performance comes from, we measured various components of the execution time both for the base protocol and with logging and checkpointing enabled. Fig. 7 compares the averaged breakdown of execution time when running with base HLRC (left bar) and with fault-tolerant HLRC (right bar). The graphs are normalized with respect to the base execution times. The measured overheads are: time spent waiting for pages from home nodes, time spent waiting for locks, time spent waiting at barriers, protocol overhead time (including execution of page fault and message handlers, and of synchronization primitives), and time spent with logging and checkpointing DSM state.
For Barnes, we see that barrier waiting times have the largest contribution to the performance degradation observed, increasing from 12 percent to 28 percent of the execution time. The reason is an imbalance in the distribution of homed pages and diffs (and therefore logs) generated across nodes: in our sample run the volume of logs created varied from 290 to 460 MB across nodes. With a log-overflow checkpointing policy, this imbalance spreads checkpoints unevenly over time across processes. Since Barnes has many barriers, it is likely that processes checkpoint in different intervals delimited by consecutive barriers. Therefore, the overhead incurred by only one node or a small set of nodes checkpointing in some interval adds to the barrier waiting time of all other processes. The reason is that the checkpointing policy used is unaware (and does does not take advantage) of the intense global synchronization in the application. A checkpointing policy that forces all processes to checkpoint in the same barrier intervals would be better suited for applications with a large number of barriers. For the other applications, which have fewer barriers and have regular access and update patterns, this effect is not visible. 
Efficiency of CGC and LLT

TABLE 4 Overall Efficiency of CGC and LLT in an HLRC DSM System
Disk traffic is generated by checkpointing homed pages and saving logs after in-memory trimming.
7. size of logs discarded as a result of LLT, 8. percentage of discarded logs from volatile logs created. The checkpoint window size is at most three, showing that CGC is effective even with the lazy propagation of information. The good overall efficiency of our LLT scheme can be seen from the large fraction of logs discarded. The smaller value in the case of Water-Nsquare is only due to the small number of checkpoints taken. Note that almost no trimming is done in memory. This means that most of the time the home nodes are forced to retain at least two checkpoints, otherwise they could just discard their volatile logs at the time they take a new checkpoint (this assumes homes write to their homed pages, which is the case with all three applications). Fig. 8 plots the variation of diff log size on stable storage against checkpoints for a single node, showing that our scheme effectively bounds the log size over time. The straight line in each graph represents the theoretical growth of the log without LLT. In our implementation, sampling the size of the log takes place only at synchronization points in the application, as LLT is completely transparent. Due to this imprecision, the actual log size suffers from a minor start-up effect: With the first checkpoint, more than the threshold size of logs might be saved. However, as can be seen with Water-Nsquared and Water-Spatial, this effect is quickly canceled out by the effective trimming and within three checkpoints the total log size falls under the theoretical unbounded increase without LLT.
Water-Spatial is an interesting case as it is very regular and the volatile log-size threshold policy forces checkpoints in every iteration. The regularity effect can be observed in Fig. 8 in the gradual build-up of the saved log in the first two checkpoints, which retains the necessary state for recovery of the last iteration. After this point, every iteration adds and discards about the same amount of logs to/from stable storage. This behavior is expected as, in the first iteration, nodes perform computations and generate diffs for pages they become home for on the first access. Some trimming is performed at the second checkpoint as writers start learning about the checkpoint windows of home nodes. In the next iteration, the trimming information has reached all writers and, starting from the third checkpoint on, diffs which are no longer needed for recovery of one past iteration are massively discarded at every new checkpoint, causing the curve to flatten out. This behavior exhibits a self-synchronizing effect of the independent checkpoints in the case of Water-Spatial, without any explicit checkpoint coordination.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper describes the design and implementation of a fault-tolerant distributed shared memory (DSM) protocol based on independent checkpointing and logging. Independent checkpointing is particularly well-suited to large LANbased clusters, as well as metaclusters over a WAN. In order to retain its advantages in such environments, the protocol must control the size of the logs and checkpoints without global coordination and must be robust to temporary disconnections in communication between nodes.
In this paper, we have specifically addressed the problem of garbage collection of the recovery state for a home-based lazy release consistency DSM protocol. We have defined the minimal state of the protocol that must be checkpointed and logged to support recovery from singlefault failures. We have proven safe bounds on the state that must be retained to ensure recoverability of the system by exploiting laziness and using only locally available protocol information. Based on these results, we have developed two garbage collection algorithms, lazy log trimming (LLT) and checkpoint garbage collection (CGC), that do not require processes to synchronize.
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